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Abstract. High Aspect Ratio (HAR) and Strut-Braced Wings (SBW) configurations rep-
resent promising avenues of research for meeting the challenge of reducing aviation carbon
emissions. Both high and low fidelity models have already been developed for the above-
mentioned configurations as well as for the NASA Common Research Model (CRM) that
will serve as a baseline for performance comparisons. These aero-structural models are
then implemented within an in-house aeroelastic framework for analysis and optimiza-
tion. High-fidelity models correspond to a RANS aerodynamic analysis associated to a 3D
wingbox finite-elements (FE) analysis. Conversely, low-fidelity models resort to a VLM
aerodynamic analysis associated to a 1D beam model FE analysis. The objective of this
work is to use the so developed models to perform multidisciplinary optimization in order
to assess performance improvements potential at preliminary design stage. Different levels
of fidelity were developed with a multifidelity approach in mind for further developments.
The use of a multifidelity approach makes it possible to reduce computational costs by
mainly resorting to low-fidelity computations and only running high-fidelity computations
when necessary. Then, aeroelastic optimization is carried out on a modified version of
the CRM wing with a higher aspect ratio to study aerodynamic gains. Afterwards, a SBW
configuration, here the PADRI geometry, is examined to evaluate its mass reduction po-
tential in addition to the drag reduction provided by the increased aspect ratio. This work
currently focuses on aeroelastic optimization using a single fidelity, but is to be further
extended to a multifidelity approach.

Keywords: High Aspect Ratio (HAR) wings, Strut-Braced wings (SBW), Aeroelasticity,
Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization (MDAO)
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reducing aviation carbon emissions could potentially be achieved through the use of
High Aspect Ratio (HAR) [1] and Strut-Braced Wings (SBW) configurations. Multi-
disciplinary design optimization (MDO), and in particular aerostructural optimization is
necessary in order to make the most of these configurations [2]. Preliminary design studies
need to be performed in order to evaluate the performance of a large number of aircraft
configurations. Specific models has to be developed to this purpose to mitigate initially
high computational costs [3].

The issue of computational costs [3] is critical when it comes to aerostructural studies.
This can be dealt with by resorting to surrogate models to approximate a system [4], be
it for CFD or finite-elements analysis (FEA), using a certain number of samples.

Multifidelity can also be a promising strategy to reduce computational costs. Indeed,
when choosing such a method, surrogate models are trained using models with different
levels of fidelity, and thus accuracy and computational costs. An algorithm helps find a
balance between computation time and physical accuracy.

In this work we use an aeroelastic analysis and optimization framework developed by
[5], the aerostructure package [6], which is implemented within the OpenMDAO frame-
work [7].

The final goal of this study is to use aerostructural models of both high and low
fidelity to apply a multifidelity approach in order to assess the performance of several
configurations of interest in an efficient way. This paper will present the use of high and
low fidelity aeroelastic models for the optimization of different configurations. High and
low fidelity aeroelastic optimizations are then performed and results compared.

2 TARGETED CONFIGURATIONS

The objective of this work is to study different configurations to assess potential per-
formance improvements through optimization.

The first goal is to study the effects of increasing wing aspect ratio. To this purpose
we chose to focus on the uCRM-13.5 model developed in [8]. This model corresponds
to a modified version of the NASA CRM model, with an aspect ratio increased by 50%.
Main geometrical dimensions are summarized in table 1. Also, uCRM-9.0 geometry will be
used as a baseline in order to assess the benefits of increasing the aspect ratio, particularly
in term of induced drag reduction. This model corresponds to the undeformed version
of NASA Common Research Model (CRM) [9]. The so developed models have been
validated using data provided in [8], for both uCRM-9.0 and uCRM-13.5 (see previous
paper). Figure 1 presents the geometry of the NASA CRM wing.

The second goal is to study the effects of adding a strut to a high aspect ratio wing,
particularly in terms of potential mass reduction. To this purpose we are focusing on
the PADRI configuration. Main geometrical dimensions are summarized in table 1. The
strut-wing junction is positioned at 42% of half-span and at 50% of the corresponding
chord. Figure 2 presents the geometry of the PADRI configuration.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the NASA Common Research Model (CRM).

Figure 2: Geometry of the PADRI configuration (Platform for Aircraft Drag Reduction
Innovation).

Table 1: Main geometrical parameters of targeted configurations.

Name uCRM-9.0 uCRM-13.5 PADRI
Planform area [m2] 383.74 384.05 161.00
Span [m] 58.76 72.00 55.6
MAC [m] 7.01 5.36 3.264
Aspect ratio 9.0 13.5 19.2
Taper ratio 0.275 0.250 0.256
1/4 Chord sweep [deg] 35.0 35.0 15.0
Dihedral [deg] 0.0 0.0 -4.0
Cruise Mach 0.85 0.85 0.72

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Aerostructural framework implementation

The aeroelastic analysis and optimization framework used in this study, developed by
[5], is written in Python language and makes use of the OpenMDAO platform that is well
suited for MDAO problems. This framework is able to solve both static and dynamic
aeroelasticity problems. The way it works is presented in figure 3, each block (green
boxes) corresponds to a specific component. The other boxes are used for linking the
components together, feeding inputs from different outputs. Here two main disciplines
run within the framework. First, the aerodynamic problem is solved either with DAFOAM
or AVL depending on the chosen level of fidelity. Then, solving the structural problem is
done by running MSC Natran finite-element analysis (FEA), either for a 1D beam model
or a 3D wingbox model depending on the desired level of fidelity.
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Figure 3: XDSM diagram of the static aeroelastic OpenMDAO HF/LF solver.

A mesh interpolation scheme that depends on the selected models is used for transfer-
ring loads from the aerodynamic solver to the structural mesh, and displacements from
the structural solver to the aerodynamic mesh. In this work, low-fidelity computations are
performed using both LF structural and aerodynamic models. Likewise, HF computations
are carried out with both HF models.

The fluid-structure interaction problem is solved using an iterative partitioned ap-
proach. This process runs iteratively until convergence is achieved, based on selected
quantities of interest.

3.2 Model description and generation workflow

For both high and low fidelity (HF and LF) simulations, only a half wing is considered,
because a symmetry condition is applied in order to reduce computation time.

3.2.1 High-fidelity (HF) computations

In order to perform HF aerodynamic computations, the DAFOAM [10] solver is used to
run CFD. For now, this aerodynamic code is used to solve steady Navier-Stokes equations.
Airflow is considered viscous, turbulent and compressible. For generating the CFD mesh,
the Pointwise meshing software is used based on the wing geometry in IGS format. The
workflow to be followed in order to obtain HF aerodynamic loads is illustrated in figure
4.

The objective being to perform aerostructural analysis, the previously described aero-
dynamic solver needs to be coupled with a finite-elements analysis (FEA) solver, here the
MSC Nastran software [11] is used. A three-dimensional wingbox finite-elements model
(FEM) is generated as a BDF file. This wingbox shell-model breaks down into several
components, upper and lower skin, ribs, spars and stiffeners. Skin, ribs and spars are
represented using shell elements (CQUAD4), and stiffeners are represented using beam
elements (CBAR). A Python module has been specifically developed to generate this
model based on wing geometrical and material properties inputs. An example of a so
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Figure 4: HF aerodynamic computational workflow.

developed FE mesh for the CRM wing is presented in figure 5.

Figure 5: CRM structural FE model generated using dedicated module.

The wingbox structural models used in this work for uCRM-9.0 and uCRM-13.5 have
been validated by comparing with results from [8]. Interpolation between aerodynamic
and structural meshes is used to transfer loads and displacements. This is performed
thanks to radial basis functions (RBF), using Thin Plate Splines (TPS) approximation
developed in [12].

For now only linear FEA has been considered and tested, but the possibility to easily
switch from a linear to a non-linear structural solver is also implemented for later use.

3.2.2 Low-fidelity (LF) computations

In order to perform LF aerodynamic computations, the AVL code [13] is used to carry
out VLM (Vortex Lattice Method) computations, the corresponding model is generated
through a dedicated Python module based on wing geometrical properties inputs. The
model is defined through a certain number of control points, and associated chords, and
twists. The workflow to be followed in order to obtain LF aerodynamic loads is presented
in figure 6.

This VLM solver is also coupled to MSC Nastran [11]. Contrary to HF computations,
a one-dimensional finite-elements model (FEM) is generated as a BDF file. The wing is
split into a certain number of beam elements (CBAR). Another specific Python module
has been developed to generate this model based on the wing geometrical and material
properties.

The beam elements used in this model correspond to a rectangular beam section. Geo-
metrical parameters, namely height, length, skin and spar thicknesses are the parameters,
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Figure 6: LF aerodynamic computational workflow.

are used as inputs, and corresponding stiffness properties are computed thanks to the
script.

3.3 Optimizer and design variables

In this study, given the size of the problem, we have chosen to use a gradient-free
optimizer. COBYLA optimizer is used for the rest of this work for both HF and LF
optimizations. Relative tolerance of the optimizer is set to 10−3.

The design variables considered in this study are the following: Structural thicknesses
controled using B-splines (4 control points), Aspect ratio and Wing twist controled using
B-splines (4 control points).

B-splines are used here in order to reduce the number of design variables. These are
curves interpolated between a given number of control points which can then be used as
design variables.

Initial values of the geometric design variables are set to the values of initial wing
geometry. As for structural thicknesses, there are set to be decreasing linearly from
20mm to 2mm in the spanwise direction.

We describe here how modifications were applied to the CFD model, more specifically
to the CFD mesh. The initial CFD mesh is deformed using FFD boxes rather than re-
generated to avoid this time-consuming step. A FFD box is a box of control points that
embeds the aircraft surface mesh. Any changes in FFD shape are then mapped onto the
surface mesh.

Modifications of other models are not described as they are simply generated again as
the process is fast and easy to automate.

4 APPLICATION CASES

The material considered in this study for structural models components is Aluminum
alloy 7000 series. Its mechanical properties are presented in 2. Structural elements are
sized to ensure that their maximum Von Mises stress is inferior to the material yield stress
2 with a safety factor of 1.5, corresponding to 280 MPa. Computations are considering
both 1g and 2.5g load cases. The 2.5g extreme load case is the one being used for structural
sizing. To be more specific, the 2.5g load case corresponds to the cruise condition where
lift balances 2.5 times aircraft mass.

Our previous study [14] established that models developed are consistent with reference
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Table 2: Material properties.

Parameter Value
Density [kg/m3] 2780
Young’s Modulus [MPa] 73100
Poisson Ratio 0.33
Yield Stress [MPa] 420

studies for uCRM-9.0 and uCRM-13.5 (see [8]).

4.1 Application to a HAR configuration

In this subsection, the optimization method described in section 3 is applied to the
uCRM-13.5 high aspect ratio configuration to evaluate wing mass and examine how in-
duced drag is affected when increasing aspect ratio. The optimization problem is de-
scribed in table 3. Results are then compared to reference data for uCRM-9.0 from [14].
Structural and aerodynamic models are generated based on model chord and twist dis-
tributions, and wingpress geometry developed and presented in [8]. Flight conditions for
each load case are described in table 4.

Table 3: Optimization problem applied to both application configurations (see subsection
3.3).

Function/Variable Bound Comment
minimize CDi

CDiref
+ mass

massref
with CDiref = 0.0250

and massref = 15000.
with respect to Aspect ratio ≤ 28.0

Wing twist [deg.] ≥ -10.0, ≤ 10.0 B-spline parameters
Skin thickness [mm] ≥ 2.0 B-spline parameters
Spar thickness [mm] ≥ 2.0 B-spline parameters

subject to Maximum stress at 2.5g ≤ 280.0 MPa Von Mises stress
CL1g = 0.55
CL2.5g = 0.55*2.5

Table 4: Flight conditions for each load case for MDO on uCRM-13.5 geometry.

Load case 1 g 2.5 g
CL (half-wing) 0.55 0.55*2.5
Mach number 0.85 0.85
Flight altitude [ft] 37,000 37,000

Results of HF and LF optimizations are summarized in table 5. As expected HF mass
evaluation shows a 42.4% increase with regard to uCRM-9.0 reference case. Also, we
observe a greater flexibility of the HAR configuration as wingtip displacement is 90.2%
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Table 5: Results of HF and LF aeroelastic MDO for uCRM-13.5 geometry (uCRM-9.0
reference data from [8]).

Computation High fidelity Low fidelity
1g AoA [deg.] 2.49 1.68
Estimated cruise CDi [drag counts] 76.0 89.0
Baseline CDi (uCRM-9.0) [drag counts] 88.0 97.0
Deviation wrt baseline [%] -13.6 -8.2
Optimized aspect ratio 14.9 15.5
Cruise wingtip displacement [m] 5.02 4.93
Baseline wingtip displacement (uCRM-9.0) [m] 2.64 2.85
Deviation wrt baseline [%] 90.2 73.0
Mass [kg] 15,952 13,865
Baseline mass (uCRM-9.0) [kg] 11,201 9,433
Deviation wrt baseline [%] 42.4 47.0
Number of iterations 11 6
Computation time [s] 17,237 1,548

higher than the one of uCRM-9.0. Finally, it appears that induced drag is reduced by
13.6% for the uCRM-13.5 configuration compared to the uCRM-9.0 reference configura-
tion. Similar trends are observed when performing LF optimization. HF results shows a
wing mass higher than LF results. It is to be noticed that LF optimization runs approx-
imately 11 times faster than HF optimization.

4.2 Application to a HAR SBW configuration

Finally, we will evaluate mass reduction that can be be obtained when adding a strut
to a HAR configuration, here the PADRI configuration. The optimization problem is de-
scribed in table 3. For comparison purposes, we have designed a reference configuration
where we have removed the strut from the original PADRI configuration. This geometry
will be referred as PADRI-WS in the rest of the paper. The structure of the strut consid-
ered in this paper has a rectangular shape, with two parameters for each section, namely
height (length is twice the height) and panel thickness. Flight conditions for each load
case are described in 6.

Table 6: Flight conditions for each load case for MDO on PADRI SBW geometry.

Load case 1 g 2.5 g
CL (half-wing) 0.43 0.43*2.5
Mach number 0.72 0.72
Flight altitude [ft] 30,000 30,000

Results of HF and LF optimizations are summarized in table 7. Wingtip displacement
is reduced by 32.9% with the HF computations. That is consistent with the strut reducing
wing structure flexibility. It can also be observed that the HF mass is significantly reduced
with regard to the PADRI-WS configuration. Indeed, the mass reduction is of 21.2%. This
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Table 7: Results of HF and LF aeroelastic MDO for PADRI SBW geometry (PADRI-WS
reference data).

Computation High fidelity Low fidelity
1g AoA [deg.] 1.32 0.94
Estimated cruise CDi [drag counts] 92.0 101.0
Baseline CDi (PADRI-WS) [drag counts] 89.0 97.0
Deviation wrt baseline [%] 3.4 4.1
Optimized aspect ratio 22.2 23.1
Cruise wingtip displacement [m] 1.06 1.43
Baseline wingtip displacement (PADRI-WS) [m] 1.58 1.95
Deviation wrt baseline [%] -32.9 -26.7
Mass [kg] 9,878 9,102
Baseline mass (PADRI-WS) [kg] 12,541 11,982
Deviation wrt baseline [%] -21.2 -24.0
Number of iterations 14 9
Computation time [s] 22,428 1,215

confirms the mass reduction potential of SBW configurations. Finally, induced drag is
similar when compared to the PADRI-WS baseline configuration. Indeed, the deviation is
below 5%. This is expected as the contribution of the strut to total lift is not significant.
Similar trends are observed when performing LF optimization. HF results shows a wing
mass higher than LF results. It is to be noticed that LF optimization runs approximately
18 times faster than HF optimization.

5 RESULTS

The comparisons with baseline values for both application cases are presented in figures
7, 8 and 9. Also, we have confirmed the expected result that induced drag is reduced when
increasing the aspect ratio as displayed in figure 8. Finally, the performed optimizations
have exemplified the mass reduction potential of a SBW configuration.

Figure 7: Synthesis of wing mass values for each configuration of interest (HF in green,
LF in blue, HF baseline in grey).
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Figure 8: Synthesis of induced drag values for each configuration of interest (HF in green,
LF in blue, HF baseline in grey).

Figure 9: Synthesis of wingtip displacement values for each configuration of interest (HF
in green, LF in blue, HF baseline in grey).
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6 CONCLUSIONS

This work has demonstrated the aeroelastic optimization capabilities of our in-house
framework applied to the HAR version of the NASA CRM, the uCRM-13.5 configuration
as well as to the strut-braced PADRI configuration. This approach is effective for the two
levels of fidelity mentioned in this paper.

In order to be able to evaluate the interest of a large number of configurations at
preliminary design stage, it is necessary to make computation time more affordable. To
this purpose, we are planning to use a multifidelity optimization approach that would
allow us to mitigate computation costs. This is deemed to be a promising approach as
the presented optimizations show that LF simulations run more than 10 times faster than
HF simulations. The first step could be to use a strategy close to the one we described in
[15], and later we would use MFEGO methodology as presented in [16].
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